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About This Content

Create gorgeous overland maps for your campaigns. Biomes from Hot to Cold are ready to be designed for your world. Place
the hex tiles, build roads, add decorations.. you can even add in resources and adventure Icons! We have also built in a new layer

based organization for these tiles so that the tiles on top stay over the tiles around them to give you complete control! Mixing
Overland with the core dungeons and other DLC wasn't really intended but we can't wait to see what the community comes up

with.

** Completely New 2D Mapping System in 3D Space!

 Over 550 New Overland Map Building Assets

 9 New Tabs Full of Overland Content (Terrain, Decor, Cold, Temperate, Hot, Locations, Roads, Items, Icons)

 An easy to use layer changing system (New Help Info)

 High Quality Artwork that looks great close up of far away
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Title: Virtual Battlemap DLC - Overworld
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Dragom
Publisher:
Dragom
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and Above

Processor: Intel Core i5/i7 or AMD Phenom II x4

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 4870/5770/6770 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 260/460/550 Ti

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: None

Additional Notes: Higher quality map exports require more ram.

English
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Weak content and missing essential objects such as rivers (not every river will be the width of a hex). I honestly bought it, I
regretted it, but as I used it for almost 3 hours (it leaves the front of the pc) I did not get the refund. Virtual Battlemap is great
and I always buy all DLC focused on medieval fantasy but this one disappointed me too much.. I love this DLC. I love how easy
it is to use and it has a great fantasy flavor\/style to it. Hand drawn and charming, and lots of great features\/art which all
fit\/flow together well. I cranked out my fist map in about 30 minutes (which included exploring the features\/learning it for the
first time) and the map looked even better than I was expecting or hoping for. (And the river graphics they added worked great
for me.) I'm very satisfied with this product at this price. And honestly for me- the ease of use, and the speed of production vs.
output quality ratio is so good- I'd have been happy paying $20 bucks for this. Also something I really appreciate- the developers
included a help menu which made it very easy for me to figure out how to use it. I've tried several overland map making
programs- and I don't see myself using any other than this one from now on.
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